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Rollins Anticipates Holiday Festivities
Chapel Schedules
Annual
Service
The annual Christmas Service

Center Sponsors
Christmas Dance
Don your
gayest
Yuletide
frock, sup of Christmas cheer
(before you arrive) and sleigh
on over to the Langford H o t e l —

scene of the Student-Centersponsored Christmas Dance tonight. The only thing the Host
and Hostess Committee won't
provide is the snow-so you'll just
have to work on that yourself.
Under the auspices of committee chairman, Carol Welch, the
second floor pavilion will be
transformed into a Wlnterwonderland; the decor will be affected with the traditional trimmings including a gaily trimmed
evergreen tree.
Jingling bells will create unique orchestration performed by
Al Prince and his five pieces.
Semi-formal attire is appropriate; for those who want to deck,
all out- formal wear is equally
welcomed. The holiday theme
will even be carried out in the
refreshments. The festivities will
commence at 8:30 p.m. and the
bewitching hour falls at half
after midnight; for this occasion
extension of freshman women's
hours was granted.
Lack of student interest
prompted the Student Center to
cancel two years ago this previously annual tradition. Nona
Gandelman, President of the organization, hopes to re-instate
the special event. This year's
dance should prove to be a successful start.
——^_

Asolo Offers
Two Dramas
On Dec. 15 and 16 the Rollins
Players will once again proudly
host a visit from the Asolo Theatre Festival Company in the
Annie Russel Theater. On this,
their second consecutive visit to
Rollins, the company will be presenting Shakespeare's Henry the
Fourth, Part One and Goldoni's
Servant of Two Masters.
Those who witnessed the company's scintillating and facile
performances of Major Barbara
and As You Like it last year need
no testimony to its excellence.
However, anyone who is unfamiliar with the work of the
Asolo people is in for quite a
treat. It is a professional group
in every sense of the word, comprised of highly skilled actors
and technicians, all of whom
have had extensive training and
experience. In fact, if you think
you recognize some of the actors you may be right, since
many of them have appeared on
television and Broadway.
Henry IV, Part I, which contains three of Shakespeare's most
unforgettable characters (Hotspur, Prince Hal, and, last but
certainly not least, Sir John Falstaff) will be presented on the
15th and the uproarious Servant
of Two Masters will follow on
the 16th. Admission will be free
to all students for the afternoon
performances which begin at
2:30.

Jean M o r r i s waits in anticipation to see Santa. Once she gets the chance, she pours out her Christmas wishes.

X Club Clubbed By IFC
On Dirty Rush Charges
In its meeting of November
29th, the Rollins Inter-Fraternity
Council announced that X Club
was found guilty by the Council
of dirty rusf. and woulr be subsequently penalized.
The action taken by the InterFraternity Council was the result of much deliberation, debate, and investigation, and tha
following facts are a short summary given to the Sandspur by
the IFC.
A New Hall counselor and ar
active member of X Club, Charles
Draper, called Norm Friedland,
the President of IFC, the night
before Charles' wedding and requested permission for six of his

counselees to attend only the
wedding. Norm Friedland granted permission to the six freshmen.
A f t e r f h « wedding, o n * of t h a
six freshman asked N o r m Friedland I f i t would be possible to
attend t h e wedding
recaption.
T h e President of IFC vetoed this
request since he did not fael
t h a t he himself had the authority
t o go against the IFC regulation
forbidding freshman to associate
w i t h upperclassmen off campus.
T h e six freshmen who were at
the wedding divided Into two
cars.

One group proceeded to Dean
Hick's office and asked Dean

House Asks Committee
To Aid Draft Dilemma
Lured to a recruiting table by
convincing arguments and lucrative offers, Rollins male students
often find that they are swayed
into aligning themselves with
that particular branch of the
service simply because the recruiting had a persuasive, if not
always objective, little speech.
Concerned with the draft and the
other issues associated with military service, these young men
have begun to feel that they are
not being informed of all the
aspects concerning their military
obligations. For this reason in
early November Bill Carpenter
suggested that the House request
the Faculty to consider establishing a committee from their
body which would advise the
male sector of the campus on the
present military requirements for
college students.

After tabling the suggestion,
all male House represenatives
were asked to discuss the desirability of forming such an advisory committee with their respective social groups. Their report to the House two weeks
later was in favor of sending the
request to the Faculty for further study. The Student-FacultyAdministration Council also approved the resolution unanimously.
The functions and responsibilities of this committee wiU be
determined by the Faculty if
they should approve the request.
Included in the resolution was
a list formulated by House members nominating the following
faculty members for the committee: Dr. Hitchens, Dr. Conway, Dr. Fletcher, Dr. Arnold,
Mr. Summers, and Mr. Wright.

Hicks if they could be present
at the wedding reception, without notifying the Dean that the
President of the Inter-Fraternity
Council had already said no.
Dean Hicks gave his permission
to the three freshmen. The other
group also went to the Dean's office. As the Dean was at that
time out of the office, they
sought permission from Mrs. Bea
Robinson, the Dean's secretary,
to deliver a wedding gift to the
reception. Mrs. Robinson consented to the delivery.
The six freshmen came to the
reception and stayed. That night
after the freshmen had returned
to New Hall, it was discovered
that they had remained for the
duration of the reception. The
incident was then promptly reported to the Inter-Fraternity
Council.
As Dean Hicks had given
permission under »••— pretenses
without knowing that the President
©#
tha
Infer-Freternlfy
Council had already vetoed the
freshman's request and as Mrs.
Robinson had given permission
to the other three freshmen to
solely deliver a gift and not to
remain a t tha recaption, t h a X
Club (a majority of whose members ware at tha reception) was
summoned before t h e Inter-Fraternity Council for d i r t y rush.

The decision reached was in
accordance with the rush rule
that "no freshman can be off
campus with an upperclassman
during the fall term," As the
Inter-Fraternity Council felt that
the X Club was fully cognizant
of this rule, the X Club was
given the minimum punishment.
It was fined $50 and the loss of
one fifth of its pledge quota.
No penalties were imposed en
t h e freshmen.

will be held on Sunday, December 17, at 8:30 P.M. The traditional and colorful pagaent will
be held in the Knowles Memorial
Chapel, conducted by Dean Darrah.
The full-candlelight
service
will begin with the entrance of
Gary Justice, Crucifier. Following in procession are the Christmas Angels: Jane Carrison, Joanne Dembitz, Sunny Edwards
and Polly Perrott. In full dress,
the 58-member Chapel Choir will
proceed to make an entrance.
Following the final choir number, the "Star of Bethlehem" will
faintly appear in the dome of the
sanctuary. Gradual illumination
of the star, accompanied by the
congregation's
chorus
"Silent
Night", effects a crecendo which
developes into the moment when
the legendary heavenly body
exudes untold brilliance and the
hearts of all present are filled
with the holiday spirit.
This very impressive and stimulating ceremony is restricted
to the Rollins students, staff and
faculty members. Tickets are
being issued to restrict the Chapel to its capacity and are available from resident heads and
Mrs. Emersons office in the
Chapel. Two services are open
to the general public on Sunday,
December 10; at 6:15 P.M. and
8:30. Tickets may be secured in
the ChaDel office

Council Considers
Extended Hours
On Wednesday, November 16,
the Student - Faculty - Administrative Council considered for
the first time a three-part House
proposal that 1) Upperclass
women be given an unlimited
number of late hours per term,
only one of which could be taken
in any single night; 2) That
freshman women be given three
late hours during the fall term,
four during the winter term, and
five during the spring term (also
on any night); and 3) That junior
women with a 10.00 accumulative
average or over be given key
privileges in the spring term of
that year. The Council voted to
pass the third proposal, but
tabled the other two in order
to avail itself of further information
Two weeks later, another proposal regarding the procedure
of closing women's residence
halls was introduced before and
passed by the Council: That each
girl in a house be assigned one
week during the year in which
she is responsible for closing
that house under the close supervision of the House Council.
Subsequent to the passage of the
new proposal, the two tabled
proposals of the other bill were
then re-presented and passed
with an amendment which stipulated that the unlimited late
hours be allowed only for junior
and senior women. Consideration
of sophomore women's hours will
be "returned to the Rules Committee for further studv.
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EDITORIAL
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Generation Expresses
"Strange Vibrations"
We are a generation of action. We are a generation of poets.
We are a generation that explodes in self-expression and song. We
live, we fight, and we are dying. But we are ever moving, always unsatisfied with what we are.
We speak, and we are either criticized or laughed at; however,
the world listens. We seek a purpose that transcends the tactile
visuality of our lives. The "extra-dimension" becomes a goal that must
be attained, and once reached, reconciled with the uninviting necessities of daily existence. It is the existential duality (the trenchant
recognition of the absurdity of many present habits and values in
relation to a greater reason, a greater purpose) that projects our dissent.
This past term, Rollins has been a mirror of our age and a stage
for our conflict. Our student body has sought the totality of an education. The realization that social and academic activities, and the
realization that we are but a microcosm functioning in the macrocosm have instigated broad objectives and an outstanding exercise of
of talents.
Our image has changed. It is now dynamic and unrestricted. It
has been the desire of the Sandspur to reflect the throes of our
changing image. The Sandspur has been criticized by parents, the
John Birch Society, students, and faculty for its probes, for its liberality, and its sense of humor. We welcome any and all constructive criticism. Nevertheless, we will continue to remain faithful to
our editorial policy of objective reporting, cutting inquiry, and
sophisticated sense of humor in order to attain the truth.
We are a new newspaper on a new and ever changing campus.
We will continue to be the cause and effect of the change.

Sandspur Announces Final Issue
This issue is the last we will publish this term. The entire staff
wishes a fulfilling and restful Christmas vacation to all. We thank
the staff for their extreme devotion and hard work, especially those
who will be remaining with us through the year. We would also like
to thank in particular Mr. Bob Bahnsen and the Development Office
who are undertaking the expense and effort of sending this issue to
every parent.
We are sending this Christmas edition to all parents in the hope
that those who have not already bought a subscription to the Sandspur will do so. We have already a subscription number of 500 which
we feel is an indication of both the interest of parents and alumni
and also of the relevancy of all events that take place on our campus.
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Speaking Out

Factions Stymie Greek Unity
~~ by Patrick Crowley
It might be expected that the
current freshman class could approach somewhat apprehensively the prospect of fraternity affiliation. A Greek rush system
that is so designed as to further
exclusively the interests of the
fraternities and not to compensate for the inadequacies of
frosh social life is a self-defeating mechanism. A pre-rush system which so stifles the social
life of prospective rushees as to
alienate them (and instigate adverse individuality) is not particularly conducive to favorable
reactions towards that system,
nor is it a very sensible advertising program.
Let us review, for example,
last year's Panhell ruling regarding the applicability of rush
rules to sisters. Is it really necessary to ask the student organization's leave for the privilege of
spending Thanksgiving vacation

together when the individuals involved are sisters and probably
influenced (dirty rushed) each
other before Rollins' Panhell was
initiated?
Is it really an unpardonable infraction of Panhell rules to console a close friend and neighbor
who is disillusioned with the
present rush system? A similar
incident was presented before
the Panhell executive council
and nearly resulted in ultra-deferred rush for the sorority with
whose Rollins' chapter the accused had not even yet become
affiliated.
Another recent incident involved an IFC infraction concerned with the rule that no
freshman men shall be allowed
to "fraternize" off-campus with
upperclassmen. Regardless of
whether or not the ruling was
equitable, it is still most unfor-

McNamara Resigns
Amid Political Furor

By Stave Gordon
an overriding force. He has
There must be a tinge of unplayed both an escalating and
easiness at the White* House
these days for despite President
moderating role in the war in
Johnson's efforts to lift the presVietnam. Prior to 1965 he was
sures of inner conflict between
a key personality in the buildup
himself and Secretary McNamara,
of American troops in the South
and despite his desire to placate
Vietnam
arena. Since 1966, he
some of the more strident voices
has voiced an increasingly negathat have criticized his policies
tive opinion when the question
of war and defense, it appears
of the effectiveness of U. S.
that the major balance of presbombing over North Vietnam is
sure is coming to rest with the
questioned. To McNamara's dis(President.
Unlike
President
advantage, the President's adJohnson, McNamara can seek
visors and the President himself
the ultimate means to a solution
do not agree with him.
and can ignore the political imPresident Johnson is facing a
plications with far less peril to
difficult task in regaining the
himself. In any event, the Delost love of his constituents, alfense Secretary can do without
ready disillusioned by a long and
the love and constant praise that
painful war. Johnson evidently
the President incessantly seeks
feels that at least a greater show
from both the public and the
of cabinet unity would help his
press.
tarnished image. It is still a
While speculation will run
source of great embarassment to
rampant in the next few weeks
the President to have a dovish
as to the validity of the firing
Defense Secretary who stated
resignation, or even transfer of
that we would be out of Vietnam
Robert McNamara, several basic
by 1965. As for McNamara most
truths can be established in the
people believe that his humaniinterim. McNamara has been
tarian interests will better be
Secretary of Defense since Janserved by working for internauary, 1960. He is the first Sectional development through the
retary of Defense to have made
World Bank.
civilian control of the Pentagon

tunate that there exists so much
red tape, so many priorities and
successive delegations of authority, that such a variety of permissions and refusals could be
given.
Is it really dirty rush when
(two years ago) two old army
buddies, both of age, talked about
old times in a bar and were accused merely because of a class
distinction? Would not leniency
have been a fairer alternative,
in lieu of extenuating circumstances, than a stiff fine and a
curtailed pledge class quota?
It is not unusual to find that
whenever a particular social
group prestigiously distinguishes
itiself in a manner distinct among
its peers, that it is rewarded with
rush restrictions and quota limitations. The underserving, the
envious, and the unrecognized
are too quick to mock the success of those they cannot emulate. When social groups begin
to press charges against their
contemporaries for the furtherance of self-interest at the expense of others these actions become no more than blatant admissions of ineffectual attempts
for recognition.
How remarkable it is that the
lofty ideals which supposedly
motivate Inter - Fraternity and
Panhellenic Councils to manifest
even the shreds of cooperation
are really a facade to be so soon
discarded in the event of petty
rivalries and trivial animosities.
How ironic it is that the IFC's
objectives of coordinating and
coalescing diversified campus interests are so easily forgotten in
the heat of argumentative debate. How sad it is that the factions within these organizations
maneuver so skillfully to enhance their own subjective interests and protect their immediate futures, when such
ludicrous displays of immaturity
merely herald the gradual disintegration of the very presupposed goals they desire to realize. How very typical it is that
the policies compiled through
two or three years of arbitration
designed to equilibrate differences and reconcile fraternity
dissension could so quickly dissipate when confronted with a
single issue and leave the groups
once more retrenched in their
time-honored blocks of opposition.
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some sensitive people
are disturbed
when they perceive the
false fronts
cover ups
lies
that others live
what will you say
when you finally realize
that the world
tramples
and leaves behind
those who are not so
cunning
as to live a protective
He?

It was the best of times, it was the worst of times . . .
what would you think if i sang out of tune?
would you stand up and walk out on me?
I would search until I found
Something I can never find
Something lying on the ground
In the bottom of my mind
. . . and the sign said the words of the prophets are written
on the subway walls.
and tenement halls . . .
A hidden bond unites us all.
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Brain Storms
Music World
Dennis Brain was the Dylan
Thomas of the
French
horn
world. W i l d , irreverant, he used
to be the world's greatest French
horn player, until, at the age
of 37, he wrapped his fast, small
sportscar around
a
telephone
pole. That was ten years ago.
Thus ended the life of a brilliant musician; thus ended the
life of a hero who i n a brief lifet i m e surrounded himself in a
romantic aura.

An Englishman, Brain studied
horn with his father, himself a
fine artist. Then at the age of
nineteen, Dennis acquired a
position with the Royal Philharmonic, where he remained principal hornist and soloist until
his untimely death.
The tales told about him are
almost incredible. How at one
solo performance with a major
symphony orchestra he hauled
onto the stage—not his French
horn—but a length of garden
hose, to which he attached his
mouthpiece, and, to both the
amazement and amusement of
the audience, proceeded to perform brilliantly.

''What do you moan, 'Calendar Boy!'" says Wilson Flohr, Student
Canter Stvden* of the Month.
-—~

Calendar Presents
7
December 'Pin-up
An impressive list of accomplishments qualify our December "Calendar Bay" whose sexy
pose was fondly pinned up in
the room of every Rollins coed.

Willie's been a member of the
Social Entertainment Committee, Sigma Nu pledge class officer, active in intramurals,
member of the Spanish Club, assistant editor of the R-Book and
Remarkable Feats
Outstanding in every phase of oh the Sandspur staff.
campus life is the Rutherford Attracts Women
Rodent - 'Hat" Flohr. The Student
But will this ambitious and
Center's choice of Willie "for
successful resume frighten all
bringing recognition to Rollins"
the little girls away? Certainly
was indeed well founded. Who
not- for beneath the glorious
else could be the Snake rush
facade, the REAL rat resides: a
chairman and at the same time
basically shy guy who just manbe "in" with Hicks? Or piously
ages to take it all in stride.
usher at Chapel the morning
Whether at a heated football
after a night before (a Lambie
clash or a quiet fireside, Wilson
Pi party?), or be selected for the
exudes the same inimical self.
All-State and All-F.I.C. Soccer
two consecutive years, be Vice- Tar Athlete
President of the Junior Class,
Willie is best known as the
counselor in the X-Club, Trea- star Tar soccer player- as center
surer of Young Democrats and booter, he has lead Rollins to
a member of the R-Club? No many victories. Also famed for
one . . . but Little Willie.
an impish grin garnished with a
Record Rolls On
toothpick, Willie Flohr, Student
His mounting record may of the Month, is an asset to Rolflohr you, but it still rolls on: lins.

J. Calvin May Jewelers
Winter Park's
Oldest
In PKOCTOR CENTRE
7 gaffe Avenue. North
Phone
647-6366

alf a

MI 4-9704
Winter Park
Mall

NC

We Wish You AU A
Merry Christmas And
A Happy New Year.
Looking Forward To Seeing You
In January.

As any French hornist will
tell you, eating or drinking directly before or during performance is strictly out, simply because both practices tend to
throw off the "lip," and thereby
make for a disastrous performance. This didn't bother Dennis
Brain, who during intermission
at Concert Hall, would run across
the street to a restaurant and
quickly down a plate of spaghetti
and meatballs, only to return to
the performance unscathed.
His protogee, Alan Civil, loves
to tell of the time he (Civil) was
having trouble producing a certain note on his horn and asked
Brain for assistance. Understanding the problem immediately, Brain removed one of the
many tubes from the horn, stuck
in a matchstick, and replaced the
tube. And from then on it worked O.K.
What was it that made Brain so
great? It's this: he was an exceptionally proficient technician,
one able to produce lyric passages of unsurpassed beauty, a
hornist of many styles, and a
musician capable of injecting
into his playing something else
which no one else on record has
come up with—and it's that
gutsy, irreverant attitude, that
ability to blast and splat on his
horn when he wanted to, and to
get away with it.
Classical music fans—and people who simply want a new
musical experience—will find all
of Brain's Angel recordings delightful. Chiefly, there are the
four Mozart Concerti, and one
each of Strauss and Hindemith.
Seraphim carries one of Brain's
earlier records of assorted works.
The stories are legend of his
Tom Jones-like escapades, and of
his Dylan Thomasian drive, and
yet also wild recklessness, with
which he went about his discipline and life. His close friends
confide that underneath it all he
was an innocent, naive boy.
While attempting in one night
to drive the 400 miles from a
concert engagement to his home
in London, he got within 30
miles of London and crashed.

So excited about Parents' W e e k e n d , Polly Parrott tries to file bar*
self w i t h one leg in the f i l e w h i l e helping M r . Bob Bahnsen, Director
of Development.

Activities Planned
For '68 Weekend
ents will have the opportunity to
meet with faculty members on
an individual basis. At eleven
o'clock, the Parents' Association
will convene to elect officers and
hear the year-end reports.
At noon, students, faculty and
parents will gather on the library lawn for a picnic. The
Morse Gallery of Art, housing
one of the outstanding collections of art nouveau in the country, will be open on Saturday
afternoon.
President McKean will address
the parents at his reception and
banquet at the Langford Saturday evening. At this time President McKean will also make a
presentation of the award from
the golf and tennis tournaments.
Complete schedules and reservation cards will be mailed to all
parents in January, detailing all
events to take place during the
Weekend.
Other members of the student
committee are Pam Booth, Bill
Bieberbach, Bob Farwell, Carol
Skodje, Rick Westfall, and Susie
McDuffy.

Tentative plans for the annual
Parents' Weekend, February 9,
10, and 11 were announced by
Polly Perrott, chairman of the
Student Committee for Parents'
Weekend.
As in the past, the weekend
will offer parents a • chance to
view college life first hand, to
meet with faculty members, and
to attend the annual meeting of
the Parents' Association. However, this year the schedule of
events has been expanded to include a wider range of activities.
A golf tournament will be held
at the Dubsdread Country Club
for all interested parents. Foursomes will be completed by faculty members and students from
the golf team. President McKean
will award trophies to the winner, although he warns the parents that he is eligible to win
and is now out practicing. Trophies will go to the winners of
the tennis "round robin" also;
this event is open to parents,
faculty and students.
Registration from 12:00 noon
to 4:30 p.m. in Crummer Auditorium will be followed by the
customary "take your college
student out to dinner" ceremonies, after which parents will
have the opportunity to see the
Rollins Players present "The
Visit." One hundred tickets have
been reserved expressly for interested parents.
Breakfast in the Beanery on
Saturday morning marks the beginning of the formal weekend
program. After breakfast, par-

TAYLOR'S
PHARMACY
offers you
24-Hour
Prescription
4 Registered

"THE SMOKERS' HAVEN"
53 N . Orange Avenue, Orlando, Florida
STAN

FLECKER

'PHONE 424-8112

Expert Pipe Repair

Pharmacists

also
Famous Brand

IMPORTED PIPES • TOBACCO • CIGARS . CIGARETTES

PIPE & POUCH SMOKE SHOP

Service

with

in W I N T E R
i<

Cosmetics
PARK

it's

TAYLOR'S
102 N o r t h Park Avenue
Phone 644-1025
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Show Displays Varied Talent
Crummer Auditorium was the
scene Tuesday night of the first
all-college talent show sponsored
by Phi Mu Sorority.
Guitarist Jean Morris sang
folksongs. Carol Skodje played
bagpipes. Sharon Maggard sang
love songs. Linda Long performed on the piano. Jan Hoyle
. . . another guitarist-folksingev.
Mary Carter did Hawaiian dances. Stefan Young played classical piano. Jeff Bestic gave forth
with folksongs. David Lambert
crooned spicy tunes. Sue Kelso,
Carol Skodje, Linda Hamilton,
and Sue Hobbie group-sang; as
did Bunny Marcotte and partner
Xandy Legion; and folksingers,
the Drambuies.

DENNIS SULLIVAN sings in a winning act for the Phi Mu
Talent Show.
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§

First Choice
Of The
Engageables

After
a tense
intermission,
for judging, M.C. Jane
Kibler
announced that t h e judges, Dr.
Woodbury, M r . Peterson, Dr.
W i n d h a m , and Miss Marsha Cannon had selected the winners.
Phi M u President, A n n Elmore,
awarded t h e trophies to the fol-,
lowing: Ronalie Clement, best
art exhibit; Jan Hoyle, best female performer; David Lambert,
best
male
performer;
Bunny
Marcotte and Xandy Legion, best
female group; and the Drambuies,
a unanimous choice f o r t h e best
male group.

Student Suffers
Accidental Fall
At 11:30 P.M., Friday, December 1. a Rollins male was severely injured near an entranceway
approaching the new Hall dormitory. Bruce Gordon, a freshman,
apparently leaped from the gangway, misjudging the distance,
and toppled at an unhealthy
angle to his side.
At 11:45 P.M.. under a police
escort, an ambulance arrived at
the scene of the accident where
a crowd of forty onlookers had
gathered. The fallen student was
obviously in pain, and his knee
was bent unnaturally inward.
At 12:05, ambulance arrival
time, Mr. Gordon was admitted
for treatment for his elbow and
knee. A probing examination revealed no bones broken, but
serious dislocation of left knee
and elbow joints. Consequently,
both elbow and knee are locked
in casts for one and a half and
four and a half weeks respectively to accelerate recovery and
protect the joints during the
early crucial healing period.
Bruce will experience total immobility until the removal of
his arm cast, at which time he
will be discharged on crutches.
Prognosis: complete recovery.

They like the smart styling a n d
the perfect center diamond
. . . a brilliant gem of fine
color a n d modern cut. T h e
name, Keepsake, in your
ring assures lifetime satisfaction. Select yours a t your
Keepsake J e w e l e r ' s store.
H e s in the y e l l o w pages
under " J e w e l e r s . "
R E G I S T E w t u
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W a l t Waidley, campus cop, and Rollins' official Santa Claus for tha
past t e n years, wishes everyone a M e r r y Christmas and a Happy New
Y e a r . I n t u r n , we would like t o take this opportunity t o return t h a
greetings, and to congratulate W a l t , who w i l l be seventy years youngat-heart tomorrow.

New "Zeal"ander Head.
Behavioral Sciences
Ancient weapons of New Zealand warriors, several having the
symbol of a stuck-out tongue indicating a challenge to battle,
decorate the office of Dr. Brian
R. Kay, the Chairman of t h e Behavioral
Science
Department.
W i t h a five-foot long stave or
taiaha, above his desk, D r . Kay
works w i t h the perseverance of a
Maori chieftain t o create a department to meet the objectives
of t h e new Rollins curriculum.

He describes these objectives
as twofold: "A student, whether
he is to become a highly trained
specialist, a decision maker in
world or local affairs, or an informed and concerned citizen,
must be provided with the opportunity to study a field in
depth, while at the same time
being exposed to the basic language of a variety of others."
Dr. Kay has formulated his
philosophy of education from his
experiences at Y a l e University,
the University of N e w Hampshire and N e w College in Sarasota, Florida. As a student he
received first class honors from
the University of British Columbia i n Vancouver, Canada, for
both his B.A. and M.A. H e continued his study of psychology
at the University of London,
where he obtained his Ph.D. His

A v e n a e , SoeUh

Please send new 20-page booklet, "How To Plan Your Engagement and Wedding" and new 12-page full color folder, both for
only 25c. Also, send special offer of beautiful 44-page Bride's Book.
Name

It is from a rich backgroui
that Dr. Kay discusses the n<
department he now heads: '
was because the opportunity
gain knowledge even in close
related subjects is deplorat
lacking in education today, ai
because of our belief in the h
portance of correcting this frs
tionation, that we at Rollins ha
combined the three previous c
partments of Anthropolgy, Ps
chology, and Sociology into oi
department of Behavioral S<
ence. The three areas are co
cerned with culture, personam
and society.
"With great care being tak«
not to confuse these three levc
of analysis, we in the new E
partment shall be seeking, whei
ever possible, continuities, nc
integrations, reduction of co
tradietory
information,
an
movement toward a comm*
language."
The goals he has set for 1
department will provide a ch;
lenge for the inquiring studen
who choose to study man's t
havior and experience. The c
portunity for intellectual devi
opment is here," comments E
Kay, "as is the opportunity
develop socially and athleticall
I believe these three phases
life should be experience as i
tensively as possible during tl
college years." A rugby play
himself, Dr. Kay is especial
enthusiastic about Rollins' e
tensive intramural p r o g r a i
which allows students to d
velop their athletic abilitr
while learning to work togeth
cooperatively.

526 Park Avenue, South
Telephone 647-5014

His own college days were n
limited to studying, for it w
then that Dr. Kay married 1
wife Scottie, whom he first m
in a comparative anatomy la
amidst the aroma of formalc
hyde He and his wife, a clinic
psychologist, now live in Doi
merick Hills with their fift
grade son Bruce.

We Wire Flowers Anywhere

704 Park Avenue. North
Winter P*rk
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HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

research has led t o the public
tion of three books and mo
than twenty articles in prof*
sional journals.

Winter
Park Florist
"YOUR CAMPUS FLORIST"

Address.
Cfty_
State

.Zip.

KEEPSAKE DIAMOND RINGS, BOX 90, SYRACUSE, N. Y. 13202
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She Wears Her Personality!
By Pat Nielson
FASHION . . . the mod . . .
the classic . . . the higher style-.
color, line, belts, length—The
Self headlines: 'The Romantic
Revolution." "With
Him
In
Mind" . . . Who , what is fashion? Can it be more than a promotional campaign?
Face it—every young woman
today is attacked by manufacturers. She is intimidated by the
"fragrance that won't let go" or
by "Carol's intelligence analyst."
She identifies with the Peck and
Peck girl and knows her fragrance will "whisper her message." Not to mention the influence leading magazines hold
on her. She cuts her hair one
month, the next she is desperately trying to make it grow.
What's happened to this girl?
Not too many years ago a girl
wore makeup, a hair style, and
clothes that complemented her
personality . . . repeat, HER
personality. Unquestionably, women for generations have gone to
any lengths to enhance their
beauty, to appear more attractive, and to present themselves in
the best possible way. But beauty

does not come with a given
label, nor can it be purchased
with a given product. Beauty
comes naturally to a woman, and
every woman is basically beautiful. Yet somehow this beauty
and natural individuality art
lost in our world of advertising,
promotion, and, to some extent,
conformity.
Likewise, there is very little
that can be done to amend the
advertising plight of today. Yet
where is the individual and her
own natural beauty? Must every
girl appear to be an advertisement for Villager or appear to
have come directly from the
cover of Mademoiselle? Granted,
there are some true Villagers and
some true Mademoiselles, but
who are the rest of us? Each
girl owes it to herself to physically portray her personality.
New Years and the resolutions
that inevitably come with it are
unbelieveably close. This year,
why not examine yourself, your
personality, and your outlook on
fashion. Resolve to portray an
image that is entirely youl

Photos by Don Robins
and Jan Henle

Only Hannah/
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Bergdorff's, Saks and then lunch
at the Beau D'or.

Heidi in the 'Sky with Diamonds.
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Gypsy Rose Lee?
And she conducts the trains, too.

The Spirit of a Ladyfish.

The suburban housewife of tomorrow

December |,
age Eight

Greeks Celebrates Holiday]
Prepare Rush Activities

Two Rollins students, Debbie Doudna and Troy Chanter are not out of
their tree while trimming one at the A l u m n i House for the decorations contest.

Committees Promote
Campus Decorations
This year, for the first time,
he Student Center is bedecked
/ith boughs of tinsel. Thanks to
he Special Projects and Com-

munitv Service Committees, John
Fitzgerald and Sunny Edwards,
respective chairmen, and several
other hard-working c a m p u s
groups, the decorate-the-Center
project was completed, and the
Union was transformed from a
Bah-Humbug
into a winter wonThursday evening, November!
d e r I a n d of c h r l s t m a s
30, the Lambda Kappa Pi social |
splendor
fraternity held its annual tapThe decorations give the Union
ping ceremony at 6:00 p.m. in
a
festive note as well as serving
the Rose Skillman Hall. Beanery
as
a background for the Christ
lights were doused to create the
mas
party being given for a
atmosphere for the processional
group
of underprivileged chilof old members, donned in black
garments and illuminated by dren by the Community Service
candlelight. Upon receiving the Committee on December 17th.
gesture according to ritual, new
To further stimulate the holitapees joined the processional day spirit, the Student Center
ivhich paraded for nearly 20 Host and Hostess Committee is
minutes.
sponsoring competition among
Lambda Kappa Pi is a national the dorms in Christmas decorathonorary fraternity. Founded in ing. Judges will examine all of
:he early 50's, the organization
the houses starting at 3 P.M. on
has since established 39 chapters Wednesday, December 13th. Anihroughout the U.S. with a memnouncement of the winner and
aership of over 2,000 college stupresentation of a trophy by Carol
ients.
Welch, Committee chairman, will
Candidates for the elite group
take place in Beans that night.
re judged on the basis of lead-

Lambie Pi Taps!

rship qualifications, personality,
onsistent party attendance, and
tdmiration for the "Kiss of the
[ops."
Eighteen Rollins students were
apped in this traditional candle
litiation: Ruthie Lawrence, Valrie Potter, Andi Scudder, Susie
Ledding, Cam Dempsey, Pam
Sooth, Jane Thompson, Leslie
ohnson, W. C. Leydig, George
iamb, Syd Smidt, Dave King,
ohn McDermid, Tom duPont,
'edro Fonts, Wilson Flohr (Stulent of the Month), Carter
Duke" Dye, Chris Taylor and
eff Whitehead.
President of the Rollins Chaper, Jock "Blue Ribbon" Mcintosh,
ndicates that several group funcions are planned for this year
ncluding a jaunt to the Kissimnee Rodeo, a houseboat party,
md a weekend in New Orleans at
he National Convention in Febuary.
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FTS

Wedding Invitations
Monogram Stationery
Greeting Cards
Tiffany Silver
Baccarat Crystal
Linens
China

345 P a r k A v e n u e , N o r t h

Film Attracts
Bog art Buffs
High Sierra, to be shown December 13 in Crummer Auditorium, is considered Humphrey
Bogart's best "gangsters" picture, as opposed to his "private
eye" and "soldier of fortune"
types. In a way the movie put a
cap on the gangster movies that
rolled out of the thirties, having
been made shortly before WW
H. Ida Lupino also stars. The
tory is of a wanted gangste
oled up in the mountains.

t

ALPHA PHI — The Downtowner was the scene of the
Alpha
Phi
semi-formal
last
Sat . . . A Christmas Troe Party
will be held at the house this
weekend . . . The arrival of the
new orange and white sweatshirts was a colorful event . . .
After Sunday's rush, the Phis all
had red knees to match their
red stripes! . .
CHI OMEGA — Chi Os entertained the freshman rushees in
cute striped minidresses . . . Val
"Sheena" Potter got tapped by
Lambie Pi . . . A Chi O - ThetaLambda Chi beer party is planned for Fri . . . The party last
Sat. with the Kappas at the Patio
was thoroughly enjoyed by all
. . . The end of the basketball
season was never more welcome!
GAMMA 'PHI BETA — Sue
Hobbie received a Gamma Theta
pin from her beau at Sewanee
. . . Polly. Perrott was named
candidate for the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award . . . The
beanery again lost the patronage
of the Gamma Phis last Wed.
night in favor of a steak dinner
in the courtyard . .
KAPPA ALPHA THETA —
Lambie Pi's tapping resulted in
5 members from Theta and a
few more widows; new tapees
are Susie Redding and Andi
Scudder . . . Santa Claus will
host at the annual Christmas
Hang-Up Party . . . The Thetas
are busy dressing their house for
the holiday and are planning a
Christmas
party for
faculty
members . . . Carol Dubois again
has a lead- this time in "La
Ronde" .

Twelve Receive
Sullivan Awards
Twelve Rollins seniors were
awarded Algernon Sydney Sullivan Scholarships at a recent
supper-ceremony at Bit O' Sweden Restaurant. They are: Nancy
Biller, Rosa M a y Caler, Joanne
Dembiti,
Carol
DuBois,
Milly
Elm, Bob F a r w e l l , Scott Kass,
Tony LeVecchio, Sara
Perrott,
Chris W i l d e r , Lindley Willson,
and Bob Young.

The recipients of the award
were chosen by the faculty of the
College. In the selection of the
recipients, "nothing is considered
except the possession of such
characteristics of heart, mind
and conduct as evince a spirit of
love for and helpfulness toward
other men and women!"
Rollins College has the honor
of being one of the limited number of institutions chosen to bestow the scholarships.
The Sullivan Scholarship designates were required to read
the biography of the man who
made the Scholarships possible,
Mr. Algernon Sydney Sullivan, a
New York lawyer, and to write
an essay comparing aspects of
Mr. Sullivan's personal philosophy with their own.

BILL BAER
6 6

MR. COLOR T V "

CENTRAL FLORIDA'S LARGEST
ELECTION OF TAPES & RECORDS

filit

KAPPA

KAPPA

GAMMA

—

Psychedelic lighting the "The
State of Mind" created the atmosphere at the party at the
Patio with the Chi Os last Sat.
. . The house will sport festive
decor next Mon . . . To commemorate the passing of Kappa
President 1926-1930, Kappa has
declared
"National
Mourning
Week" during which all members will wear black under their
Keys . . .
Newly initiated
Lambie Pis are Pam Booth and

P a u l V a r t a n i a n went the ^
of a l l s e n i o r s — H e pinned c-i

Kelly . . .
A football game is slated
Sunday afternoon at 3:30 n
the Winter Park Police Dept
PHI DELTA THETA J\
gaged: Phil Marion to Mary
lick . . . Cocktails at Showiltt
will start the evening of fiec.
off in the right direction;
gathering will be followed b
banquet at the Imperial Hoi
. . . The Drambuies appearec
the Phi Mu Talent Show .
C a m ! Dempsey
Mary
SIGMA NU — Student of
Aulick became engaged to Phil
Month, Wilson Flohr, was
PHI MU — The sisters staged
itiated into Lambie Pi
a Talent Show Tues. night . . .
Christmas Party is planned
The Phi Mus packed materials
Dec. 16 at the Carerra Room
as a social serviee project for the
Zimmerman just got out of
Heart Fund . . . The group got
hospital where he has been
a new color - T.V. . . . An Open
cuperating from a broken nosi
House Steak Dinner is planned
lOSt
SIGMA PHI EPSILON for Dec. 15 . . . Millie Elm was
gratulations to Steve Sorenso
named candidate to the Algerson
new SPE pledge . . . Sig Eps M
non Sydney Sullivan Award . . .
their dates enjoyed the Hayrfl
Chris Forrest has a leading role
the weekend before T. G., M
in "La Ronde" . . .
the traditional Thanksgiving ofl
PI BETA PHI — Ruthie Lawrners at Al McCormick's and So]
ence picked up an X-Club pin and
Gifford's . . . A Christmas Dal
a bottle-top lavalier this week;
is scheduled at the Rolling H I
also tapped for Lambie Pi were
Country Club with "Little Will
Jane Thompson and Leslie Johnand
the Adolescents" . . . Ldfl
son . . . A Tea was held in honor
for Roger Miller and Jay Dofafl
of the Alumni Advisor on Mon.
Sig Ep stars in "La Ronde". fl
. . . Chris Kelly was pinned to
TAU KAPPA EPSILON - f l
Paul Vartanian . . . Marsha MulTKE pin was given away*fl
liken, engaged to Jimmy WilLarry Roberts . . . A House Pal
merding,
is returning
after
is planned for the last weekfl
Christmas . . . Carole Hogan fiof school . . . Congrats to Cfl
nally got her ring from Dick . . .
Wilder,
Sydney Sullivan ncfl
DELT I CHI — Tapped into the
nee . . . TKEs are on top in I
Lambda Kappa Pi National Honintramural race (because Fifl
orary
were
Delt
President,
land
scored in the Phi fl
George Lamb, and Chris Taylor
game?) . .
. . . The annual Delta Chi ChristX-CLUB — There are .but a l
mas Party is planned; a date and
5
surviving clubbers not P.fl
place haven't been set yet .
after
the latest unions: fl
MCAPPA ALPHA — KA. SoWestervelt pinned Ruthie L f l
cial member, Jeff Whitehead's
ence, Jack McKallagat pinned fl
membership in Lambie Pi is now
Baily,
and Elliot pinned Greejfl
official: also tapped was Soph
. The Second Annual X-Cfl
class president, Tom du Pont
Cribbage Tourney is under fl
. . . Visiting this week is former
. . . Smidt and Myers lead fl
social member, John Horner, to
Club to victory in the brfl
see his fiancee, Lynn Bruch . . .
tournament . . . Newly initifl
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA — The
Lambie Pis: John Kennedy, I
Lambda Chi- Theta-Chi O Beer
Leydig, "Dodie" McDermid, Dffl
party planned for Fri. afternoon
King and Syd Smidt.
di
at Uncle P's is eagerly awaited
ev
I'MMIIItl
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Christmas Is A Fiesta
At The GOLDEN CRICKET
The Golden
Invites

Cricket

you To

Cordially
Celebrate

CHRISTMAS

FIESTA

A Roomful of Holiday Treasures for Giftini
Decorating and Blending the Warmth ari
Tradition of The Old World with The Cok
and Excitement of The New.

ALL AT DISCOUNT
Free Gift Wrapping and Mailing

&

In i'ROCTOR C E N T R E

OF WINTER PARK

Phone 644-1796

WINTER PARK MALL
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
lI'imMIIMIIIimiHIIIIIUUIIIIIHII
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Shaft Plays
Santa Role

Problems Plague
Freshman Guys

Well guys, you say you have
problems? You say your counselor woke you up and you were
lying in your own vomit and he
said you attended a party you
don't even remember and are
being sent to Lower Court because you propositioned a house
mother "n Elizabeth Hall?
You say you're flunking out
and the funny thing about it is
that you are actually studying
after the hull sessions end at
4:30 a.m.? You say you're having
problems fluting a place to be
alone with a girl after the cops
found you five times in one night
making out — even in a canoe
out in the middle of Lake Virginia?
You say that your girl friend
las given you the helmet besause her counselor found her
ironing your underwear and put
tier on house arrest for three
nontfas? You say that yesterday
rour favorite professor called
mu into his office and accused
rou of plagarizing on your last
>aper when that was the only
>aper you hvae written aH year
hat wasn't plagarized?
You say that you had just returned from the shower hut
idn't bother to close the blinds
ven though your room is on the
round floor and you had nothng on and happened to see your

<34c& 3&im&

roommate and his date peeking
in on you and now you can't
walk by her sorority table without evetyone bursting out laughing?
You say that your counselor
nates you and is poisoning the
Dean's mind against you just because you happened to tell your
best friend that your counselor
used hair spray before he went
out on a date and now it is all
around campus?
You say that your roommate
bites his toenails and sits in a
corner grunting and making odd
noises? You say that you managed to get one of the maids
alone into your room and were
about to . . . when you were disturbed by a sorority pledge class
on a scavenger hunt looking for
boxer drawers?
You say you're depressed because you've worn your last pair
of dirty blue jeans and suddenly
realize you might have to wear
some of those nice new slacks
mommy sent you eff to college
with? You say that you finally
got a beard, after it itched like
. for weeks and your hair is
down to your shoulders, and now
that Christmas vacation is coming you're going to have to get it
all cut off before you go home?
But, ah, well, don't lose your
cool, guys.

Dr. Jonap, can you mend a broken heart?
THE FRUIT THAT FAILED — The Banana, when used as a
legal substitute for marihuana, produced highs of a disappointingly
low order.
What power force is staging a mass exodus from the Chi O
House? Could it be the warm and friendly atmosphere? The beloved housemother? Betsy Blocker?
Kate Crichton: why even wear a dress?
The 1967-68 Good Planning Award goes to whoever thought of
having sorority pledging during Christmas vacation.
George has Linda's Christmas gift all picked out: an emory
board for the tip of her tongue.
Diligent Bob Farwell likes to show his yearbook staff some surefire techniques down in his office after the Union closes.
Lillian Stauffacher says her favorite dish is canned Brewster.
FLASH: Don Robins was seen not being obnoxious sometime between 6:13 and 6:23 on Monday night.
The Beanery is violating the Geneva Conference: the last time
anybody was forced to take a whiff of whatever smells when you
enter the conveyor-belt side lunchline, was in the trenches somewhere in France. At least they had mustard-gas masks.
Embarassment: is having Shaftors next to those Shafted at the
Sydney Sullivan Awards.
After spit-shining Officer Lang's car, Ric and he have decided
not to exchange Christmas cards this year.
Davis shops at Mark, Fore and Strike, now, still whistling "Way
Down Yonder".
Gordon and Hollon continue to play Stratego . . .
Suzanne Aguire is presently building a pedestal for two.
At Prexy Sharpless' 3-day B-day celebration, all track was lost
of the cakes . . .

<%a*neMi tfAofo, <£W.

QUALITY FINISHING
110 N . Park Ave.

Phon» 644-2754

Join \MW£TlOm<*r6*m
A** Ctu&A/
•36 Park Avenue. South. Winter Park Tel. Ml 4-1545
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Announcing

The Ha' Penny Shoppe
Featuring — Lilly Pulitzer
Dresses - Slacks - Blouses
Fabric Bags — Plus
many surprises awaiting you after
your Christmas holiday.
You will be remember all year for your thoughtfulness in
selecting such an unusual piece of jewelry. Design related to the
painting style of Jan Van Eyck. Pin, 2Vz inches high in bronze
gilt.
5.00

342 Park Avenue, North

%J

(Next t o Stop 346)

Once again as the Yuletide
Season rings in the same old
tune of peace and good will toward all mankind, the Shaft
^6uld like to join in the fest?v*ties by presenting to some of
our favorite people the following
gifts:
Evelyn Cook — Reservations
for two at the Pi Phi table, subject to annual renewal.
Paul Westervelt — A Lambie
Pi membership through inheritance rights.
Mike Miller — A gavel of his
own.
Jeff Burns — An invitation to
be Phil's best man.
Scottie Push — Mascara remover.
Pat Crowley — A year's subscription to Marvel Comics.
Bill Hartog — The referees'
Sportmanship Award.
Scotty Gifford — A tube of
"Head and Shoulders."
Don Robins — A pair of dugs.
Norm Friedland — A beeline
to BeeLee Waddle.
Jan Carter — Another Lambda
Chi pin.
Linda Buck — Distemper Shots.
Betty Jenkins — V e n e t i a n
Blinds.
Preston Alexius — A muzzle
so that her sisters can sleep.
Mike Regan — Muscles for his
shirts.
Laura Hollon — An honorary
membership in Who's Who.
Sue Gregory — An athletic
supporter for her chest.
Judd Curtis — The Lambda
Chi's course in "How to Lose
Friends and Alienate People."
Dean Hicks — A bid from
Siffma Nu
Michelle Bejarano — Disinfectant.
Wiley Buchanan — A signed,
first edition of "Little Lord
Fauntelroy".
Mary Clausen — A $20.00 Halloween costume.
Josie Bidgood — A date with
Fred Gittes.
Ed Wren — Campus Espionage Award.
Jock Mcintosh — A Lie Detector.
John Christy — A Halloween
Pumpkin from the X-Club.
Susan Wheeler — A course in
Drivers' Ed.

Now Is The Time
To Make Your

Christmas
Airline

Reservations

Hook Travel
SERVICE
232 Park Ave., N.
6442101

Pago Ten
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Cagers Edge Southern 65-63
Case Named MVP in Tourney
LAKELAND — For tne second straight year Rollins opened
its basketball season with a first
round victory in the Citrus
Tournament here, then dropped
a heart-breaker in the championship gmae.
Coach Boyd Coffie's Tars upset host Florida Southern 65-63
Saturday and led Virginia state
champion Hampden-Sydney into
the final minutes before the
Tigers rallied to shatter ollins*
dreams 84-79.
Scoring 22 and 24 points each
night, Tar guard Stering Case
was named Most Valuable Player in the tourney despite Rollins*
second place finish.
Rollins took a 17-16 advantage

over Southern with seven minutes left in the first half and
held the edge, ledaing by as
many as nine points until the
score at 39-all with 8:27 gone in
the second period.
The lead then changed hands
eight times in the next eight
minutes before freshman gurad
Mark Freidinger scored on a
drive to put the Tars in front
to stay 56-55 with 3:36 on the
clock.
Freidinger added a piar of free
throws to the Tar lead in the
next 73 seconds, but it took four
clutch one-and-one free throws
by veteran forward Mark Stewart to pad Rollins' cushion
from one to three points twice
in the final minute.

Tars Hit Road North
In Quest of 2nd Win
The Tar cagers hit the road
again this weekend, journeying
to Augusta (Ga.) College Friday
and the Baptist College of Charleston, (S. C.) Saturday.
Led by All-Florida Intercollegiate Conference guard Sterling Case, who is scoring at a
23.7 point clip, coach Boyd Coffie's Tars enter the swing north
with a 1-2 slate.
Freshman guard Mark Freid-

inger, averaging 12.7 points an
outing, senior center Donnie
Smith (11.3 p.p.g.) and senior
forwards Rick Loghry (8.7) and
Mark Stewart (8.3) round out the
starting quintet.
Rollins wraps up its preChristmas schedule with a trio
of home games, hosting Charleston Baptist Dec. 14, Georgia
State Dec. 15 and Hartwick College of Oneonta, N. Y., Dec 18.

Thanks for your business . . .

BALDWIN HARDWARE COMPANY
ACROSS FROM COLONY THEATRE

Even Stewarts clutch foul
shooting did not salt away the
victory as Moc guard
Fred
Lewis sliced the Tar lead to 6463 on a 30-foot jumper with 11
seconds left. Case put the game
away on a technical with 10 seconds remaining.
Case (22), Freidinger (14),
Stewart (11) and forward Rick
Loghry (10) all finished in double figures for the Tars, while
6-7 center John Jurecko led
Southern with 14 markers.
After trialing most of game,
Hampden-Sydney wiped out a
five point Tar lead in the final
seven minutes, out-scoring Rollins 12-2 from the 7:46 mark
until just 1:39 remained, to take
an 80-75 lead.
Danny Chizever's set shot
with 4:19 left put the Tigers
ahead for good 76-75. Although
the Virginians out-shot and outrebounded Rollins, neither team
led by more than seven points at
any stage of the game.
Case's 24 points topped Hamp-den-Sydney's Fred McNeer by
one point for scoring honors.
Center Donnie Smith 15), Freidinger (12) and Loghry (10) registered double digits for the
Tars.
McNeer and guard Charlie
Cobb represented Hampden-Sydney on the all-tournament team,
joining Case, Southern's John
Schweisthal and Mercer's Jud
Roberts.
The Tigers gained the finals
with an 88-83 comeback win over
Mercer. Southern edged Mercer
in overtime in the consolation
game Saturday.

Tar center Donni* Smith (51) drives on Florida Southern's Jo3
Schweisthal (L) in Citrus Tourney Friday night. Rollins won 6543
but lost its next two.

Transylvania Surge
Spoils Home Open!
Hot-shooting Transylvania College of Lexington, Ky., erased a
five-point Rollins lead with 17
straight points early in the second half Monday to hand the
Tars their second straight loss
78-72.
Trailing as much as 10 points
in the first half, Rollins battled
back to tie the Pioneers 34-34 at
intermission, then built a fivepoint bulge, 43-38, in the first
four minutes of the second period
before Transylvania erupted.

Ramsdell's Opticians

For All Your Party Needs!
Fraternity

and

Sororities

Try Our Delicatessen
and Bakery

FAIRWAY MARKETS
170 W. FAIRBANKS

KEGS AVAILABLE — LOW PRICE

Prescriptions

Filled

Lenses Duplicated

A Large Selection of Domestic
119] Orange Ave.

WINTER

GET PREPARED
For Cooler Winter Weather Keep Your
Wardrobe In that Sparkling Look For All
Occasions. We Take Personal Interest In
Your Clothing Just Like OURS.
O P E N D A I L Y 7:00 5:30

•
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WANTED:
Crew to
explore a
new world!

«.iS?
-r-"

IM Board Plafr°
Soccer Study J

S A T U R D A Y TIL 1:00 P M .

WINTER PARK

Major issue of the monthlfil
Intramural Board meeting Tue*
day was the organization of *
fact-finding committee to stud*
the use of varsity soccer player*!
in intramural soccer this winte*
Intramural
director Gordo/*
Howell appointed Sandy SulzjJ
cki, student director of tear
sports, Bob Richardson of TKf
Garry Justice of the Indies, B°!
Taylor of Sig Ep and Bob l*w*
of the Faculty-Grads to undej
take the study with basketba^
coach Boyd Coffie serving «
chairman.
SOE
In other business an am nord
ment was passed, permitti
varsity athletes to participate^
tennis, ping pong, bowling, go1 (
sailing, track, swimming a n t e r
paddleball on the in tramu £j n g
level even if their season has D ^
mg
gun
lie<
1

LAUNDRY

161 W. FAIRBANKS

Dennis Ours, Owner

mm

Vast unknown territory, rich potential. Some space
travel. Ingenuity, adaptability essential.
Challenging opportunity. Rapid advancement
for adventurous college graduates.
The new worM? A small solar planet named Earth.
Not visible to the uiiimagu.-.tive, but many
can see it now. And—it's exciting!
The new world will h^ colonized by 90? of all the
scientists known to history . . . and by technicians,
specialists, teachers, writers, and many we
can't name—because half the jobs there, ten years
from now, do not even exist today!
How can you qualify for the expedition;
Acquire skills needed for today's jobs
—in college or special school. Then keep up with
the knowledge explosion by continuing education
—in seminars, adult education and TV courses,
on-the-job or armed services training.
When you're set to take off, you'll go
a long, long way. Bon voyage!
Florida's Electric Companies

and Imported Frames
PARK
Mldv.ay 4-7781

•- Taxpaying,

Investor-owned

PARK GALLERY
OLD

FINE

PAINTINGS

ANTIQUES

erK

We are

privileged

to

announce

; SHOW and SALE
of original signed etchings and litographs
by the following artsts:
Buffet
Bracque
Bonnard
Cezanne
Cassatt

Cagall

Dali
Duty
Goya
Lantrec

Lucy Little

Manet
Picasso
Renoir
Soyer
Whistler

Flower Shop
331 Park Av»„ N.
Winter Park, FU.

FLORIDA POWER & LIGHT COMPANY . GULF POWER COMPANY
FLOWlDA POWER CORPORATION • TAMPA ELECTR4C COMPANY

• www w> • w * • • • w • * • * • • • •
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In a four-minute span tl
visitors registered 17 straig|
markers, taking the lead f^
good 4443 on Bob Atkinsod
jumper with 15:18 left. Transyj
vania pulled in front by 12, 51
43, before Rollins could break tH
ice.
However, the Tars fought bajj
again, slicing the gap to si
points with possession at tl
eight minute mark, but couldj
score the key bucket as t |
Pioneers pulled away to a j
point advantage.
Only a eight-point spurt in m
final 33 seconds brought tH
Tars within six points again. 1
Transylvania, which lost f
Tampa and defeated Stetson I
its swing into Florida, shot I
sizzling 56% from the floor a/1
out-rebounded Rollins 49-20. !
Sterling Case paced all scon*
with 25 points, while Doniri
Smith and freshmen Mark Fre!a
inger and Larry Martinez talli,e
12, 12 and 11 points respecthnJ
ly for the Tars. Forward Jol/
Botkin led a four-man Pionefl
contingent in double figur01
with 22 markers.
^ ^ fir^

212-214 Paik Avemie N.

Winter Park. Florida

i

447-1745

member 8, 1967
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Tars' Coleman Chosen Ail-American
Rollins pitcher Gale Coleman,
a junior, has been named to the
college division All-America second team by the American Association of College Baseball
Coaches, the NCAA announced
Tuesday.
Posting a 9-2 record with a
1.52 earned run average, Coleman led the Tars to a 22-11 season puis the Florida Intercollegiate Conference title last year.
For the second straight sesaon
he was chosen most valuable
pitcher in the F.I.C.
A product of Orlando's Colonial High, the 6-3 southpaw
broke into coach Joe Justice's
starting rotation as a freshman
in 1966, winning four of five
decisions and placing third in
the nation with 12.7 strikeouts
a game.

Where did it go? Tar center forward Willie Flohr (11) end an unidentified Miami back seem to be searching the skies for e wayward
soccer ball. Flohr raised his season total to 21 goals as Rollins
whipped the Hurricanes 3-1.

Over two campaigns Coleman
has logged a 13-3 won-lost record, a 2.39 E.R.A. and 160 strikeouts in 152 innings. He posted
a 2.75 E.R.A. in the tough Cape
Cod League this summer.
Facing primarily the toughest
teams on Rollins* schedule, he
has beaten arch-rival Florida

Flohr, Gordon Lead Booters
Past Miami: 3-1 In Finale

All-State center forward Wil» Flohr scored twice and Allate center halfback Chuck
jrdon added the deciding markSaturday afternoon as Rollins
osed its season with a 3-1 vicry over the University of Mini.
Hie win was the seventh of
i year for the Tars, who finted the campaign 7-4-3, and
?nged a 6-1 loss to Miami in
ral Gables early last month,
was only Rollins' second win
14 matches ith the Hurricanes
ice 2961.
lohr who boosted his season
al to 21 goals, tops in the state
d best in Rollins' history, put
» Tars in front early in the
st period on a pass from freshin inside Lee Hildenbiddle.
! iced the game with 56 seeds remaining.
A four-year letterman playing
s final game for the Tars, Gorn snapped a 1-1 tie midway
rough the second quarter,
oring out of a scramble in
ant of the Miami goal.
Rollins defense contained Mini except for center forward
lly Weise's goal off wing
snry Mora's pass early in the
cond quarter. Junior goalie
m Hardee replaced injured
arter Dick Myers in the secid period and recorded 12
ves.
The victory was entirely a
am effort as the hustling Tars
peatedly beat Miami to the
ill Especially outstanding on
tfense were freshman halfback
has Haywood and fullbacks
ob Schabes and Cliff Mont)mery.
Rollins' seven wins this sea>n establish a new school rec"d as do the Tars' 38 goals. The
Id standards were five victories
"id 33 markers in a campaign.
Of course, Flohr's 21 goals bet;r the old Rollins' season scorig mark by seven. Ricky Mello
ig mark by seven. Ricky Mello,
ed 14 in 1962.
Three other Tars besides Gor-

don—wing Chuck Thomas, Schabes and Myers—completed their
collegiate c a r e e r s Saturday.
Schabes, like Gordon, is a fouryear letterman and earned an
All-Florida Intercollegiate Conference berth last year.
Myers who joined the varsity
eleven after two years of intramural soccer, made the All-State
and All-F.I.C. squads last fall.
Playing his first year for the
Tar varsity, Thomas led the team
with five assists and ranked behind Flohr in scoring with nine
goals.
This season has been a campaign of ups and downs for the
Tars, who dropped their opener
to Appalachian State 3-1, then
upset defending North Carolina
state champion Belmont Abbey
4-2.
After tying Florida Southern
2-2, Rollins rattled off three
straight wins, defeating Stetson
(6-3), St. Leo (6-3) and Florida
Presbyterian (3-0), before a pair
of ties with Belmont Abbey (0-0)
and Florida Southern (1-1), sandwiched around a humiliating 6-1
loss to Miami, halted the surge.
The Tars bounced back to
down Stetson 5-3 and St. Leo 5-1,
but were crushed by 1967 state
champ South Florida 10-1 and
Jacksonville 4-0 before salvaging
(Continued on Page 12)

SOCCER RECORD
(7-4-3 Overall, 2-0-2 F.I.C.)

Oct.
12 Appalachian St. (A)
14 Belmont Abbey(A)
17 *Fla. Southern(A)
21 *Stetson
24 St. Leo(A)
28 Fla. Presbyterian

1
4
2
6
6
3

3
2
2
3
3
0

Nov.
1 Belmont Abbey
4 Miami(A)
7 Fla. Southern
11 *Stetson(A)
14 St. Leo
18 South Florida
21 Jacksonville
Dec.
2 Miami

0
1
1
5
5
1
0

0
6
1
3
1
10
4

Coleman is only the seventh
Tar player to earn All-America
recognition,
joining
pitchers
Mickey Clark, Art Brophy and
Bill Cary, outfielders Bob Gustafson and Connie Mack Butler
and shortstop Nick Vancho with
the coveted award.
Clark, who won all six decisions and posted a 0.45 E.R.A.,
and Gustafson, Rollins' leading
hitter at .370, ere selected in
1964.
Vancho earned the award in
1956 by batting .378, while
Brophy wsa chosen a year before
on the basis of his 7-1 record
and 1.90 E.R.A.

GALE COLEMAN
. . . All-American

Southern three times, Harvard
twice and Duke, Amherst, Florida, Maine, Maimi, Stetson, Tampa and South Florida once each.
Connecticut, Miami and Notre
Dame have handed Coleman his
only defeats.
SOCCER STATISTICS
Scoring:
Goals Assists

Willie Flohr
Chuck Thomas
Bill Koch
Lee Hildenbiddle
Robin Leech
Chuck Gordon
Greg Van Gunten
Dave Heidt
Nick Secor
Pete Cahall
Defensive error
Rollins Total
Opponents Total

21
9
3
2
0
2
0
0
0
0
1
38
39

AIRLINE RESERVATIONS
1 BLOCK FROM CAMPUS
171 West Fairbanks
Phone 647-4034
W.

P.
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Kranranak

Good
Times
OVER 30 VARIETIES

SIN6-AL0NG '
L,VE

•Florida Intercollegiate Conference games.

11 ?/

RINKY-TINK
FIAMO & BANJO

JOIN THE

I VJ
JA •

SaElfl

Hadley & Lyden, Inc.
Avenue

/
j

FUN-^Jji
w

COME AS YOU ARE *

Auto

905 Orange

TRAVEL RITE
TOURS

YOU CANT BEAT THIS COMBO

3 1

Life

Since Rollins lost five of eight
starters by graduation last June,
Justice's hopes for the coming
baseball season are pinned on
Coleman and fellow moundsmen
Sterling Case, Ken Hill, Donnie
Smith and Rick Loghry, who
posted a 2.34 composite E.R.A.
last year.

Goalies:
G'ls Avg. S'es Avg.
Dick Myers
39 2.8 253 18.1
Jim Hardee
0 0.0 24 6.0
Rollins Total 39 2.8 277 19.8
Oppanants Tot 38 2.7 230 16.4

*

1621 ii innr —

AMDO

2c^

PIZZA TO GO

^

^

W i n t e r Park — 644-2209
All Forms of

INSURANCE

For Christmas Giving

EAU
DC

COLOGNE

Contact J I M
Business

LYDEN
Personal

HOT™

N°5

CHANEL

Edith, Fred and Dick Barnett

J^Uvg^

Welcome you to —

WIND SONG
Perfume by P R I N C E M A T C H A B E L L l d

Harper*

iOAVERN

-|LfiG«uwJL
LFJBRUTLI'
V

,rw
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When you care enough to send che very best

QCKGGE

From

STORE
FLAMINGO

4
5
3
2
4
1
2
2
1
1
0
25
20

Cary and Butler were recognized in 1954, the year Rollins
reached the finals of the NCAA
College World Series. Cary logged a 6-1, 1.57, record and Butler batted .356 with eight homeruns.

LITERARY

MAGAZINE
BOX 474, CAMPUS MAIL

539 West Fairbanks Avenue
WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Colonial DRUGS
N e w England Bldp.

Ph. 647-2311

Winter Park

December a. 19
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Records Fall as Girl Cagers
Close Season; Freshmen Wi

OopI There goes the scoring title. Faculty-Grad end Bob Lewis (R)
lets a pass slip through his fingers Wednesday, but his teammates
hung on to trip Delta Chi 40-30 and win the league title. Lewis scoring leader most of the season, was overhauled by teammate Pedro
Fonts in the final game.

Faculty-Grads Retain
Grid Lead Over Tekes
By GARRY JUSTICE

Already assured of at least a
2 for the crown, the unbeaten
aculty-Grads moved into the
rial week of the flag football
>ason with only last place Delta
ni blocking its path to a perct campaign.
Second place TKE, beaten only
f the Faculty-Grads, has only
riday's game with KA remainig. However, third place Lamia Chi faces a stiff test Saturay at 10:30 a.m., locking horns
ith fourth place Sigma Nu.
With star receiver
Pedro
onts quarterbacking most of
ie second half the Facultyrads coasted to an 18-7 victory
ver KA Nov. 30. Fonts scored
is tenth touchdown of the year
n a 63-yard pass from Don
hillips on the opening lrickoff
> put the Faculty-Grads in
•ont 6-0.
Pete Cowin gathered in an unerhand pass from Chuck Olsen
)r their second score and Bob
ewis regained the league scorlg lead on a 12-yard TD toss
rom Olsen to make the score
8-0. KA's lone score came on a
5-yard run by Carter "The
take" Dye.
Chalking up their seventh
traight victroy, the Tekes rolled
y Phi Delt 33-7 Monday as
uarterback Mike Regan fired
our TD passes and scored himelf on a toss from center Dan
Mncetich.
Don Leporini gathered in a
>air of Regan's tosses, while Al
Curtis and Pineetich scored the
>ther six-pointers. John Harris
jut Phi Delt on the scoreboard
vith a 14-yard pitch to Phil Maron.

Lambda Chi logged its sixth
victory Friday, whipping a firedup X Club aggregation 39-36 behind Bill "Ozzie" Osburn's five
touchdown passes, two each to
Gary Mercer and Terry Law and
one to Bill Blackburn.
Chas Schoene matched Mercer's three TD performance,
scoring twice on passes from
Jim Oppenheim and once on a
41-yard interception.
The Indies blanked Delta Chi
20-0 Nov. 29 as Craig Paulson
fired a pair of payoff passes to
Jeff Wenhma and ran three
yards for another score. Sigma
Nu spotted Sig Ep a 6-0 first
quarter lead Tuesday but came
roaring back to win 35-13.

Tor Booters Close
Season With Win
Saturday's 3-1 win over Miami.
With two wins over Stetson
and a couple of ties with Florida
Southern, the Tars secure^ a
share of their second straight
Florida Intercollegiate Conference title. Southern also finished 2-0-2 in league play.

High scoring highlighted the
final stages of girls' basketball
competition as several girls' bid
for the coveted individual scoring title.
Unleashing a record attack,
the Freshmen closed their season unbeaten by mauling Gamma
Phi 83-10 Monday. The 83-point
outburst shattered the old single
game mark of 64 points set by
Kappa against Alpha Phi last
year.
Lyn Mercer, the league's leading scorer, paced the assault with
35 markers, just two short of
Kappa Jane Blalock's league
mark.
More than doubling her sevengame total, Sally Coith chalked
up 17 points for the Frosh, while
Bunny Marcott contributed 10.
Jody Argeaux registered nine
points for Gamma Phi.
Wendy Overton poured in 28
points and Phoebe Howard added 15 as second place Kappa
massacred Gmama Phi 56-8 Tuesday. Miss Argeaux was high for
Gamma Phi with six.
Alpha Phi clinched third place
by whipping Pi Phi 31-16 Tuesday for its sixth win in eight
starts. Shelly Crosby scored 17
for Alpha Phi, which took a 17-3
lead into halftime.
Barbara Brummett and Nona
Gandelman tallied 31 and 26
points each, propeling the Indies
past Pi Phi 69-28 Monday to
clinch fourth place at 5-3. Melinda Crockett bucketed 13 for
the losers.
Chi O closed its log at 4-4 Nov.
29, building a 12-2 first quarter
lead, then coasting to a 24-11 deSCORING
TD PAT Pts.

Lewis(F-G)
Fonts(F-G)
Curtis(TKE)
Law(LCA)
Mercer(LCA)
Schoene(X)
Leporini(TKE)
.01sen(F-G)
PincetichCTKE)
T
«ech(TKE)

11
10
9
8
8
8
7
7
7
7

1
4
1
6
2
1
4
3
1
1

67
64
55
54
50
49
46
45
43
43

PASSING
TD PAT Pts.

Coffie(F-G)
Osburn(LCA)
Regan(TKE)
McNair(SN)

30 16 196
29 19 193
25 11 161
17 14 11?

How many of you know that
Rollins has a Sailing Club? Well,
we have the second best in the
state.
Hoping to strengthen their
credentials for joining the Southeastern Intercollegiate
Sailing
Association (SEISA), seven members of the club traveled to Tallahassee Thanksgiving weekend
to participate in a SEISA san1 ctioned regatta at Florida State
University.
Led by senior Chris Wilder and
sophomore Chris Yard, Rollins'
Sailing Club walked away with
second place in the statewide
competition.
The Sailing Club began the
year at the Eau Gallie Yacht
Club Regatta and Wilder and
Yard captured trophies. At the
next regatta, in Apopka, Yard
nad exchange student Sten Odelberg were victorious.
Many events are slated for the
remainder of the school year
and interested students are invited to attend the Sailing
Club's weekly meetings each
Tuesday at 6:30 p.m. in Lyman
Hall.
Additional information
concerning the club may be obtained through Jim Short, the commadore, vice-commadore Mike
Fort, treasurer Bill Wise or Prof.
Gallo, the club's new advisor.
ffKE1
Fac.-Grads
Lambda Chi
Sigma Nu
X Club
Indies
Sig Ep
Phi Delts
KA
Delts

PF Avg. PA Avg.

241
256
256
193
166
115
94
87
56
43

30.1
32.0
32.0
24.1
20.8
14.4
11.8
10.9
7.0
5.4

54
111
129
81
166
167
182
208
190
197

6.8
13.9
16.1
10.1
20.8
20.9
22.8
26.0
23.8
24.5

GIRLS' SCORING
FC FT Pts, Ay

Mercer(Fr.)
71
Overton(KKG) 47
Gandelmanflnd ) 5 4
Brummettdnd.) 33
38
Cooper(KAT)
Corckett(PBP) 29
27
Crosby(AP)
26
Brodie(AP)
21
Veach(Fr.')
20
Howard(KKG)

8 150 18
12 106 1
4 112 15
3 69 is
3
6 79 11
1 64 j
2 55 7
3 54
3 45 i
43

GIRLS' BASKETBALL
(Through Dec. 5)
W L Pet. PF p

Freshme^ 5 0 1.000 428 1(
Kappa
1 .833 194 1!
Alpha Phi
.750 162 1
Indies
.626 250 1
Chi O
.600 104 16
Pi Phi
.143 162 21
Pi Phi
.143 162 2f
Theta
.143 138 a
.000 75 2
Gamma Phi 0

EAM SCORING
PF Avfl. PA Av
428 53.5 107 13
Freshmen
250 35.7 172
Indies
194 32.3 134 21
Kappa
Alpha Phi 162 26.0 128
Chi O
104 13.0 167 20
Phi Mu
101 14.4 157 22
Theta
138 19.7 208 29
Pi Phi
162 23.1 264 2£
Gamma Phi 75 10.7 277

"Doc" O'Brien
Pharmacy
N E I U , O'BRIEN. Reg. Ph.
Serving Retain* S>w*«wN
F«r 27 Years
Charge Accounts
Checks Cashed

en Park Avenue
PHetM M l 7-173»

INTERCEPTIONS

FRUTCHEY AUDIO LABS
H I - F I • S T E R E O • S A L E S • SERVICE
— ^

339 PARK AVE. SO. • WINTER PARK • 647-4962

Home of Fashion Finish
We Hope you have a
Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year.

THREE ONLY!
•Used Stereo Systems,

j
j

Will Only Be Sold To

j

Rollins Students

and
W e l l see you after the Holiday

DRY CLEANING

210 W. F A I R B A N K S

By CHRIS WILDER

six points, but Theta's u,
Cooper paced both teams M
eight.
Miss Mercer finished her
son with an 18.8 point averi:
more than a point better tha
Miss Overton's 17.7 mark. Hoi
ever, the Kappa stalwart has ti
games remaining in which
boost, her average.

Lewis(F-G); 9; Johnson(X), Scho£?#?? J
Regan(TKE), Law
(LCA), Shollenberger(SN) 7.

RELIABLE CLEANERS, INC

COIN OP LAUNDRY

8 lbs. dry cleaning $2.00

Sailors Rank
Second In State
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Poly Clean

Save V2 on your
laundry and dryclr l i n g

cision over Pi Phi. Lynn Bruch
led all scorers with 17 markers.
Phi Mu took a two-point lead
in the second quarter Thursday
and hung on to edge Theta 14-12
for its third straight victory.
Diane Kaighin led Phi Mu with

(just Right For Dorm Use)

REMEMBER!
20%

Discount To ROLLINS STUDENTS.

Ask For ROLLINS Specials.
OFFICE P L A N T : 140 West Fairbanks Avenue

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA
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